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Paper 1 - Artificial Intelligence 

Unit 1 1. Explain the four categories of definition of artificial 
intelligence.(Ans hint : define  Thinking Humanly,Thinking 
Rationally,Acting Humanly,Acting Rationally) 

2. Explain the contribution of Mathematics, Psychology, 
Linguistics to AI.   

3. Explain any two applications of artificial intelligence. 
4. Explain Artificial Intelligence with  Turing Test approach.  
5. Explain the following terms: agent, agent function, agent 

program, rationality, autonomy, architecture of an agent, 
performance measure. 

6. Explain the components of a learning agent. 
7. For each of the following activities, give a PEAS description of 

the task environment and characterize it in terms of the 
properties   (Ans hint: Figure 2.5 Examples of agent types and 
their PEAS descriptions.) 

a. Playing soccer. 
b. Shopping for used AI books on the Internet. 
c. Playing a tennis match. 

8. Explain the following properties of task environments (any 
two): 

a. Fully observable vs partially observable 
b. Single agent vs multi agent 
c. Deterministic vs stochastic 
d. Episodic vs sequential 
e. Static vs dynamic 
f. Discrete vs continuous 
g. Known vs unknown 

9. Describe the following agents: (Each Agent carries 5 marks) 
a. Reflex agent  
b. Model-based agent 
c. Goal-based agent 
d. Utility-based agent 
e. Learning agent.  

 
10. Explain the 5 components required to define a problem. 
11. Write the States,Initial State,Actions,Transition Model,oal 

State and path cost to formulate the following problems:(Each 
problem formulation carries 5 marks) 

a. Vacuum world.  
b. 8-puzzle 
c. 8-Queen 
d. Traveling Salesperson 
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e. Robot Navigation 
12. Describe general Tree-Search algorithm 
13. Describe general Graph-search algorithm 
14. Explain steps for Breadth First Search algorithm with an 

example. 
15. Explain steps for Depth First Search algorithm. 
16. Explain steps for A* search algorithm. 
17. Explain Best First Search algorithm. 
18. Define heuristic function. Give an example heuristic function 

for solving 8-puzzle problem. 
 

Unit 2s 1. What is an AI agent? Why do we want an agent to learn ? 
2. Define the following terms:  (Each definition carries 1 mark) 

a. Factored representation,  
b. Inductive learning.  
c. Deductive learning.  
d. Unsupervised learning.  
e. Clustering. 
f. Reinforcement learning.  
g. Supervised learning. 
h. Semi-supervised learning. 

3. Describe supervised learning. 
4. Explain the following with reference to supervised learning: 

(any five) 
a. training set 
b. Test set 
c. Hypothesis 
d. Classification 
e. Regression 
f. Hypothesis space 
g. Consistent hypothesis 
h. Ockham’s razor 
i. Realizable hypothesis space. 

5. Explain the Decision-Tree-Learning algorithm. 
6. Write the pseudo-code for the Decision-Tree-Learning 

algorithm. 
7. Explain the four cases to consider in a Decision-Tree-Learning 

algorithm. 
8. What is entropy? How do we calculate it? 
9. How is the information gain/Importance-Function calculated 

for an attribute? 
10. Explain overfitting in decision tree with an example. 
11. Explain decision tree pruning technique. 
12. What are the issues to be dealt to make decision tree induction 
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applicable to a wide variety of problems? 
13. What are the similarities and differences between 

reinforcement learning and supervised learning? 
14. What is hypothesis? What is training set and test set? 
15. Explain the role of  stationarity assumption and best fit to 

decide a hypothesis that fits the future data best.  
16. Explain K-fold cross validation and LOOCV.  
17. Write short note on univariate linear regression. 
18. Explain Linear classification with logistic regression. 
19. What is an artificial neuron? How it is used in ANN? 
20. Describe a mathematical model for a neuron. 
21. Explain feed forward network and recurrent network in context 

of artificial neural network. 
22. Explain support vector machine classifier algorithm? 
23. Write short note on online learning. 
24. What is ensemble learning technique?How it optimizes 

learning? 
25. Explain the  components of Word senses and house prices  

AI based application. 
 

Unit 3 ● Explain Bayesian Learning with an example. 
● Write a note on Naive Bayes models. 
● Explain the steps in EM algorithm. 
●  
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Paper 2 - Linux Server Administration 

Unit 1 1.      What is GNU public license? Explain advantages and disadvantages of open 

source software. 

2.      Explain managing software using RPM. 

3.      Explain the user management cmmands in linux. 

4.      What is the importance of /etc/fstab in linux file system. 

5.      Explain the steps to create a physical volume in linux. 

6.      Explain the steps to create a file system in linux. 

7.      Explain what is cron program, and how to edit it. 

8.      Explain init Daemon in linux systems. 

9.      Explain the following variables supported in xinetd services 

i) Socket_type       ii) user       iii) server   iv) wait  

 v) protocol 

10.  Discuss the commands for building and compiling a kernel? 

11.  Explain what are targets? List any 5 targets used in preparing the kernel. 

12.  Explain IPv4 with a neat header diagram. 

13.  Explain any 5 parameters used in ifconfig. 

14.  What are chains? Explain the five predefined chains in Netfilter. 

15.  Explain steps how to configure Netfilter. 

16.  List and explain network security tools to help monitor your system. 

17.  Explain use of following files with its fields : 

i. /etc/passwd     ii. /etc/shadow  iii. /etc/group 

18.  Explain grub.conf file with its parameters. 

19.  What is runlevel? What are different runlevels provided by Linux? Explain 

with /etc/inittab file. 

20.  Discuss any one boot loader used in Linux in detail 

21.  Explain booting process in Linux. 

22.  Explain ext2 file System in detail. 

23.  Explain various steps involved in creating a logical volume. 

24.  Explain ARP protocol. 

25.  Explain with example concept in subnetting. 

26.  How Linux system can work as router? 

27.  Give iptables parameters to makeup the common rule-specs 

Explain relationship among pre-defined chains and pre-defined tables. 
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Unit 2 1.      What is DNS Server? Explain how it works. 

2.      Explain the seven configuration statements used in named.conf file. 

3.      List & explain common record types for DNS Server. 

4.      List and explain different types of domain name servers. 

5.      List & explain various DNS troubleshooting commands. 

6.      Explain the following files 

a./etc/resolv.conf           b./etc/nsswitch.conf                 c./etc/hosts 

7.      How to install and configure vsftpd server? 

8.   Write the purpose of the following parameters of vsftpd.conf file 

a. anonymous_enable     b. write_enable      c. chown_username 

d. ftpd_banner                 e. local_umask          f. anon_upload_enable 

9.      Explain how to disable anonymous FTP. 

10.  Explain the working and features of Apache web server 

11.  Write the purpose of any five Global Configuration Directives of httpd.conf. 

12.  Explain how to configure Apache web server. 

13.  List and explain the key components that are essential for email to work. 

Explain in short 

14.  Explain working of SMTP protocol. 

15.  What is OpenLDAP Server? Explain how to install and configure OpenLDAP 

server? 

16.  Explain the working of LDAP protocol. 

17.  Write a short note on Kerberos. 

18.  Explain the procedure to install and configure Kerberos server and client? 

19.  How user management helps to secure Linux server from security threats? 

20.  Explain the role of firewall for protecting Linux network from security 

threats? 

21.  Explain how to configure SSH server and client. 

22.  List and explain configuration options available in sshd_config file. 

23.  Explain DNS tree for dcs.mu.ac.in? 

24.  Explain Different types of DNS server? 

25.  How Primary Zone is configured in BIND configuration file? 

26.  Discuss with example different DNS record Types? 

Discuss various security implications while deploying any mail server? 

Discuss any five configuration options used in installation of OpenSSH Server? 

Unit 3  1.      Explain the concept of NFS with suitable example. 

2.      What are the features of NFS4? What are advantages and disadvantages of 

NFS? 

3.      Explain how to install and configure NFS server and client. 
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4.      Explain the showmount command with options and example. 

5.      List and explain the components of NFS. 

6.      What is Samba? What is server message block? Explain 

7.      How are samba users created? Explain with examples. 

8.      Explain the smbclient and smbmount commands with suitable example. 

9.      Explain different sections of samba configuration file 

10.  Explain how to configure samba server. 

11.  What is DHCP server? How is it configured? How is DHCP client configured? 

12.  Explain cross-mounting Process? 

13.  Discuss mechanics of SMB? 

14.  Relative to samba discuss several options available for handling username and 

password issues in heterogeneous environment? 

15.  Explain uses of various Samba daemons? 

16.  Explain Procedure for creating a public share using Samba? 

17.  Explain Procedure for creating a private share using Samba? 

18.  What is DFS? Discuss DFS implementations in detail. 

19.  Discuss the importance of NIS? 

20.  Explain Daemons and processes associated with NIS? 

21.  Discuss the steps for configuring master NIS client and server. 

22.  Explain the importance 0f LDAP? Generate LDAP tree for tcs.mu.ac.in? 

23.  Discuss various OpenLDAP utilities? 

24.  Discuss mechanics of DHCP. 

25.  Configure DHCP Server with static IP address 192.169.50.50/24 and it can 

lease IP address from range 192.168.50.101/24 to 192.168.50.150/24/ 

26.  Discuss any 5 common dhcpd.conf options. 

27.  How the public key infrastructure is setup for VPN? 

28.  Explain the servers required for running chat applications. 

29.  Explain the steps of configuring Dovecot server. 

30.  State and explain steps of LAMP installation? 
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Paper 3 - Software Testing and Quality Assurance 

Unit 1 1. Define the term error, fault and failure. Explain the types of error. 
2. Define Software Quality and Explain how software requirements 

are the foundation for measuring the software quality 
3. Define Quality and explain software quality attributes. 
4. Differentiate Between Quality Assurance and Quality Control. 
5. Write a note on SQA. 
6. Define Quality .Explain McCall’s Quality factors of Software. 
7. Explain V-V Model of software testing. 
8. Differentiate between Verification and Validation. 
9. What is static testing? Explain the different static testing strategies 

in short. 
10. What is Software review? Explain the types of reviews? 
11. Explain the code inspection strategy and its importance. 
12. Differentiate between walkthrough and Review/Inspection. 
13. Explain the seven principles of testing. 
14. What is testing? Explain the objectives of Testing. 
15. Explain the different Levels of Testing. 
16. Distinguish between White box and Black box testing. 
17. Explain Equivalence partitioning and Boundary value analysis 

with example 
18. Explain the term cyclomatic complexity with example. /Explain 

Basis path tesing with example. 
19. Case study an Equivalance Partitioning/Boundary Value 

Analysis/Basis Path Testing (Cyclomatic Testing) . 
20. What is Coverage Criteria? List and explain different coverage 

criteria in short.  (like Statement converge, Decision coverage , 
loop coverage, condition coverage). 

Unit 2 1.    Explain Software Testing strategy. 
2.   What guidelines lead to a successful testing strategy? 
3.   Define Unit Testing? Explain why it is necessary? 
4.   Explain Integration Testing and types of integration strategy in 
short? 
5.   Write a note on Incremental approach of integration. 
6.   Define regression testing? What is the Role of capture and 
playback? 
7.   Explain smoke testing and its benefits. List the elements which are 
encompasses in this testing. 
8.  What is Val1idation (acceptance) testing? Write 7 validation 
(acceptance) test criteria. 
9.   Differentiate between Alpha and Beta testing 
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10.  What is System testing? Explain its importance in testing life cycle. 
11.   List the types of System Testing and explain any 4 types in short. 
12.  Define the term “debugging.” Explain the various debugging 
techniques available. 
13.  What is Software metric? Explain the importance of metrics and 
different types of it. 
14.  What are the different attributes of effective software metrics? 
15.    What is the difference between function-point metrics and feature-
point metrics? 
16.  Explain the concept of Complexity metrics 
17.   What is defect? Explain defect management process. 
18.  List and explain few defect metrics. 
19.  Explain defect life cycle. 
20. Explain the format of defect report 

Unit 3 1.    Why Six Sigma Process is known as Quality Improvement  Process? 
2.   Elaborate on the process of SQA 
3.   List and explain the goals & objectives of SQA 
4.   Define SQP and explain the outline structure for a quality plan. 
5.   What is FTR? Explain it in detail./Write a note on FTR 
6.   What are the guidelines for review 
7.   Write a note on  statistical Software Quality Assurance 
8.  Discuss the concept of Software Safety. 
9.      What is software reliability and software availability? Also, discuss 
how they are measured. 
10.  Discuss how reliability changes over the lifetime of a software 
product and a hardware product. 
11.   Why is it important for a software-development organization to 
obtain ISO-9000 certification? 
12.  Give the shortcomings of ISO-9000 certification. 
13.  Explain the steps an organization will take in order to obtain ISO-
9000 certification 
14.  What is Pareto Diagrams and explain the steps for drawing Pareto 
chart. 
15.   Write short note on Cause-effect Diagrams. 
16.  What is the use of Scatter Diagrams? Give steps to construct scatter 
dig. 
17.   What is Run chart? How to create & interpret it? 
18.  What is quality cost? Explain the objectives of finding quality cost. 
19.  Explain the types of quality cost. 
20. How to measure cost of quality. 
21.  Explain with example how cost of quality helps in decision making. 
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Paper 4 - Information and Network Security 

Unit 1 1.      What is computer security? What are objectives of computer 
security? 
2.      Define the following terms: 

A. Cryptography 
B.  Cryptanalysis 
C.  Brute-force attack 
D. Confidentiality 
E.  Integrity 
F.   Availability 
G. Symmetric key Cryptography 
H. Asymmetric key Cryptography 

3.      Explain the challenges of computer security. 
4.      Explain Principles of security. 
5.      Write a note on  OSI security architecture. 
6.      State and explain Types of active attacks. 
7.      State and explain Types of passive attacks. 
8.      What is security service? Explain different types of security 
services. 
9.      List and briefly define categories of security services. 
10.  List and briefly define categories of security mechanisms. 
11.  What are substitution techniques? Explain any one with the help of 
an example. 
12.  What are transposition techniques? Explain any one with the help of 
an example. 
13.  What are the two general approaches to attacking a cipher? 
14.  Explain Mono-alphabetic cipher with example. 
15.  Explain Playfair Cipher, encrypt the plain text “SECRET MESSAGE” 
by using keyword “PROBLEM”. 
16.  Explain Hill Cipher with example. 
17.  What is Polyalphabetic Ciphers? Explain with example. 
18.  What is the principle behind One Time pad? Why is it highly secure? 
19.  Explain rail fence cipher with example. 
20.  Briefly define the Caesar cipher with example. 
21. What is the difference between a Monoalphabetic cipher and a 
Polyalphabetic cipher? 
22.  What is steganography? Explain its types. 
23.  Explain the following algorithm modes : 

A. ECB 
B.  CBC 
C.  CFB 

24.  State and explain with example step involved with RSA Algorithm. 
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25.  Using RSA algorithm, what is the value of cipher text C, if the plain 
text M=5 and p=3, q=11 and d=7? 
26. What are the components of simple symmetric cipher model? 

 

Unit 2 1.   Explain public key cryptosystem. 
2.   Explain Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange algorithm with example. 
3.   What are the Problems with public key exchange and explain man in 
middle attack with example. 
4.   Explain message authentication requirements. 
5.   What is a message authentication code? 
6.   Explain security of MAC. 
7.   Explain Hash Function? 
8.   Explain the security requirements for cryptographic Hash Functions. 
9.   Explain the working of the SHA algorithm. 
10.  Write a note on HMAC 
11.  Explain the security in HMAC. 
12.  Explain the concept of Digital Certificate and how it is created? 
13.  What is digital signature? List the requirements of Digital signatures. 
14.  Explain the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA). 
15.  Explain the format of X.509 Certificate. 
16.  What is Public key infrastructure? What are the elements of the 
PKIX model? 
17.  Explain PKIX Management Functions. 
18.  Give a brief overview of Kerberos. 
19.  Explain the following terms w.r.t Kerberos: 
A. Kerberos realm 
B. Kerberos Principal 
C. TGT 
D. Authentication Server 
20.  List the differences between Kerberos Version 4 and 5. 

 

Unit 3 1.   What is PGP? Explain how PGP works. 

2.   What is S/MIME protocol? Explain the five header fields defined in 

S/MIME. 

3.   What are the functions provided by S/MIME? 

4.   What is Authentication Header? Describe its fields with neat 

diagram. 

5.   Explain SSL architecture. 

6.   Explain the working of the SSL Handshake Protocol. 

7.   What are the objectives of SET, how are they achieved?  

8.   Explain the process of SET. 

9.   List the applications and advantages of IPSec. 
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10.  Explain the format of ESP Header in IPSec. 

11.  Explain combining security association. 

12.  List the security considerations for the WWW. 

13.  List the differences between TLS and SSL. 

14.  Explain the different types of intruders. 

15.  Explain Intrusion Techniques in detail. 

16.  What is Intrusion Detection system? Explain Rule-Based Intrusion 

Detection. 

17.  Explain how intrusion detection is achieved using the audit record’ 

18.  Write a short note on Honeypots. 

19.  What is a virus? Explain the different types of virus 

20.  Write a note on virus Countermeasures. 

21.  What do you mean by firewall? Why it is needed? Explain limitation 

of firewall. 

22.  What are the different types of firewall? Explain Dynamic firewall in 

detail. 

23.  List the characteristics of Firewall. 

24.  Explain the functioning of Packet filter firewall. Explain the possible 

attacks on it. 

25.  Explain the various firewall configurations. 
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Paper 5 - Architecting of IoT 

Unit 1 ● Explain in brief the design principles that should be considered while 
designing the architecture of IOT. 

● List and explain the Functional layers and capabilities of an IoT 
solution. 

● Explain with block diagram the IOT Functional model. 
● Write a short not on basic IoT architecture. 
● What are different types of reference models? Explain each one in 

brief. 
● Discuss different M2M technologies? 
● Discuss features of ETSI M2M high level architecture with diagram. 
● Write a short note on  

➢ Device domain 
➢ Gateway domain 
➢ Access network 
➢ Core network 

● Explain different M2M service capabilities with example. 
● How network domain helps in establishing connection between the 

nodes in an IoT application? 
● Explain with neat labelled diagram, service capabilities of M2M 
● Discuss horizontal and vertical integration of M2M platform. 
● Explain the working of home automation system with device , 

network domain and service capabilities. 
● How ITU-T IoT reference model works? 
● Discuss the following in brief 

➢ Sensors 
➢ Tags 
➢ Actuators 

Unit 2 ● Explain in short RPL and CORPL. What is the difference between 
these protocols. 

● Discuss the job of Data link Layer. 
● Discuss the task performed by the network layer. 
● write a short note on 3GPP. 
● Discuss the working and advantages of IEEE 802.11 
● How IEEE 802.15 is different from 802.11? 
● Write a short note on HART. 
● What is BLE? Discuss its architecture. 
● Discuss the working of ZigBee and its topologies with devices. 
● Discuss application of DASH7. 
● How MTC works? 
● Write a short note on 6LoWPAN with its functions and 
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characteristics. 
●  Write a short note on DHCP with its applications in IoT. 
●  How ICMP works? Explain its advantages with an example. 
●  What are RPL protocols? How are they used? Discuss few 

applications of this protocol.  
● How CORPL differs from RPL? Discuss CORPL with an IOT 

application. 
● Write a short note on CARP and its use in IOT application 
● Write a short note on 6TiSCH 

Unit 3 ● Discuss the job of transport layer. 
● Differentiate between TCP and MPTCP 
● How UDP works? Explain with an example. 
● Discuss the important features of MPTCP. 
● Write a short note on multi streaming. 
● State and explain important features of SCTP 
● How congestion control is achived in MTCP? Explain with an 

example. 
● Discuss the working of Datagram Congestion Control Protocol. Also 

explain ECN with an example. 
● How flow control is achieved in TCP/IP protocol suite 
● Discuss TLS Record Processing and its important features. 
● What is a Service layer? Who accesses the service layer? 
● How HTTP help us in our day to day life. 
● CoAP  
● Discuss request and response architecture of HTTP. 
● How publisher and subscriber works in MQTT protocol 
● Discuss different types of actors associated in MQTT protocol 
● How XMPP helps in communication between two nodes/devices? 
● Explain basic operations available in XMPP 
● How a publisher publish data using MQTT topics? 
● How a subscriber subscribe to MQTT topics? 
● Write a short note on AMQP and its working. 
● Discuss in brief working of OMA. 
● How BBF helps to overcome the challenges faced by different 

organisations? 
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Paper 6 - Web Services 

Unit 1 ● Define the term web service. Explain two types if web services. 
● What are the two types of information? Explain. 
● Explain in detail about Synchronicity. 
● Explain the Client Service Model with respect to Web Service. 
● What is a SOAP ? Explain in detail. 
● Discuss why SOAP is called as a light weight process. 
● Explain in detail the structure of a SOAP message. 
● Explain in brief the following styles of SOAP services: A-RPC B-

Document 
● Write a short note on fault element in SOAP. 
● Describe with a diagram a RPC call using SOAP over http. 
● List the advantages and disadvantages of SOAP. 
● Why is a service description needed? Explain in detail WSDL. 
● Describe the structure of WSDL document. 
● Explain in brief the various tags in WSDL document. 
● What is Web Service Interface Definition? Explain in brief. 
● Write a short note on WSDL message exchange patterns. 
● List and Explain different types of service discoveries. 
● What is UDDI? Explain UDDI usage model. 
● Explain in detail the data structures used in UDDI. 
● How WSDL to UDDI mapping model is done. 
● Describe the various business information provider roles wrt UDDI. 
● Write a short note on Web Service Development Lifecycle. 
● what is Web Service? How does it works? 
● Explain the types of Web Service in detail? 
● Explain XML Schema Definition Language? 
● Explain XML Document structure with example? 
● Write a note on WSDL? 
● Explain Characteristics of Web Services? 
● Describe URIs and XML namespace using example? 
●  Explain characteristics of Interprocess communication? 
● Write a note on SOAP as messaging protocol? 
● Describe how SOAP act as a wire representation? 
● Describe SOAP Communication Model? 
● How is HTTP used with SOAP? 
● Describe how SOAP works with WSDL. 
● Briefly describe the phases of the Web services development lifecycle. 
● What are service registries and what is service discovery?  
● What is the UDDI and what are its major characteristics? 
● What is the purpose of a WSDL to UDDI mapping model? 
● Briefly describe the WS-ReliableMessaging model. 
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● What is the Enterprise Service Bus and how does it relate to SOA? 
● briefly describes the key capabilities of an Enterprise Service Bus. 
● What is SOAP?How it is connected to Service oriented 

architecture(SOA) ? 
● What is JAX-WS how it useful for describing SOAP web services? 
● How web service are related to distributed computing? 

Unit 2 ● What is REST? Explain RESTful services. 
● List and Explain the various Http methods required for creating 

RESTful Web Services. 
● What is a Resource? How is it represented? 
● Explain the characteristics required for Good Resource 

Representation. 
● Explain with the help of a diagram the various parts of 

a) Http Request b)Http Response 
● List and explain the important points to be considered when 

constructing an standard URI. 
● Write a short note on Statelessness. 
● List the advantages and disadvantages of Statelessness. 
● Write a short note on Caching? List the best practices. 
● What are the best  practices related to security while designing 

RESTful Web Services? 
● Write a short note on "JAX RS" 
● Explain HTTP and its working with neat diagram 
● What are various HTTP methods? 
● Differentiate between HTTP and HTTPS 
● What is REST and RESTful webservices? Explain 
● Describe the core constraint of RESTful system 
● Explain role of UDDI and SOAP in description and discovery of 

RESTful webservices? 
● Explain any five java frameworks for building RESTful web services. 
● Write a short note of JSON object and JSON array 
● How data exchange happened using JSON ? Explain 
●  How RESTful web services can build with JAX-RS APIs 
●   State design principle for building RESTful web services 
●  State the importance and need of RESTFul web services 
● What are different security practices and measures. 
● Q.1 what is HTTP status code? Explain representation of content type 

using HTTP header. 
● Q.2 Explain HTTP request-response model in detail? 
● Q.3 Explain core architecture element of restful web services? 
● Q.4 Describe the discovery and description of restful web services? 
● Q.5 Write a note on Media Type Annotation? 
● Q.6 Explain annotations for processing HTTP request methods? 
● Q.7 Explain authorizing restful web services access via security API? 
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● Q.8 Write a note on HTTP basic Authentication? 
● Q.9 Explain security web services with open authorization? 
● Q.10 what is RAML? Explain its Structure in detail? 
● Q.11 Write a note on Swagger? 
● Q.12 Explain overview of WADL Structure? 
● Q.13 How open data Protocol is used with restful web APIs? 
● Q.14 Distinguish the feature offered in WADL, RAML and Swagger? 
● Explain OAuth 2.0 with an example? 
● How JAX-RS is useful in developing RESTful web services? 
● Explain annotations used in RESTful web service? 

Unit 3 ● Q.1 What Is Windows Communication Foundation? 
● Q.2 Explain the Features of WCF in detail? 
● Q.3 Write a note on Fundamental Windows Communication 

Foundation Concepts. 
● Q.4 Explain concepts and terms used in the WCF documentation? 
● Q.5 Describe Windows Communication Foundation Architecture in 

detail? 
● Q.6 Explain WCF and .NET Framework Client Profile? 
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Paper 7 - Game Programming 

Unit 1 1. Explain in detail the Cartesian xy-plane. 
2. Write a short note on Theorem of Pythagoras in 2D. 
3. Write a short note on Theorem of Pythagoras in 3D. 
4. Explain Euler’s Rule with suitable example. 
5. Explain in detail 3D vector manipulation. 
6. Explain the following terms- 

a. Position Vectors 
b. Unit Vectors 
c. Cartesian Vectors 

7. How Dot product helps in Back Face Detection? 
OR 
What is back face detection problem? State and explain how dot 
product is used to calculate back face detection. 

8. Explain in detail Dot or Scalar product with suitable example. 
9. Explain in detail Cross or Vector product with suitable example. 
10. State the difference between dot product and cross product of 

vectors. 
11. State the difference between CPU and GPU architecture. 
12. How does Dot product help in Light Intensity calculation? 

OR 
Explain how the dot product is useful in calculating lighting of an 
object. 

13. Explain in detail Direction Cosine. 
OR 
Write a short note on direction cosines. 

14. Explain the Sarrus Rule to calculate the determinants of third order. 
15. Explain 3D translation , 3D Scaling with suitable examples. 
16. Write a short note on 3D rotation. 
17. Write a short note on Euler Angles. 
18.  Write a short note on 2D transformations. 
19.  What is 3D transformation? State and explain scaling and reflection 

in 3D. 
20. What is transformation? State and explain the concept of translation 

in 2D and 3D. 
21. Write a short note on 2D rotation. 
23. Explain the concept of perspective projection. 
24.  Describe cartesian xy plane and explain the concept of function 

graph. 
25.  Explain how to drive a unit normal vector for a triangle. 
26.  What is GPU? Why do we need GPU? How GPU is different from 

CPU. 



Disclaimer: This is just sample a question bank. All questions in 
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27.  Explain the architecture of GPU. 
28.  Explain the concept of homogeneous coordinates. 
29. Define Normalization of  a vector.Given a  vector s as 1 2 3 in x y z 

form obtain its normalized form. 
30.  Applying the idea of dot product obtain the angle between two 

vectors given r ( 2,-3,4) and s (5,6,10). 
31. Given  a light source at (20,20,40) and the illuminated source as 

(0,10,0) and unit vector n (0,1,0) check the visibility of the object. 

Unit 2 1. Write a short note on SINE Rule. 
2. Write a short note on COSINE Rule. 
3. Explain Bernstein Polynomials. 
4. Explain B-Splines and its types. 

OR 
             Write a short note on B-splines. 

5. What are Bezier Curves? How Bernstein Polynomials are used to 
interpolate the Bezier Curves. 

6. Explain the types of Bezier Curve. 
7. What is Bezier curve ? Explain quadratic bezier curve. 
8. Explain the concept of swap Chain and page flipping. 
9. Write a short note on depth buffering. 
10. Explain the concept of multi-sampling theory. Describe how multi- 

sampling is done in Direct3D. 
11. What is COM? Explain the texture and resources format in DirectX. 
12. Draw and explain the stages of rendering pipeline of DirectX. 
13. State and define different trigonometry ratio and inverse of 

trigonometric ratio. 
14. What is interpolation? explain linear interpolation. 
15. Explain the following interpolation 

a. trigonometric interpolation 
b. cubic interpolation 

16.  State and explain Vector Interpolation. 
 

17. Explain the ways to examine to test whether the point is inside, 
outside or touching a triangle. 

18.  Explain lambert's cosine law. 
19.  Explain the following lightning 

a. Diffuse lighting 
b. Ambient lighting 
c. Specular lighting 

20.  State the difference between parallel light and spotlight. 
21.  Explain in brief magnification and minification. 
22.  Explain texture coordinates and state how to create and enable 

texture. 
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23. What is blending? State blend operation and blend factors. 
24.  What is Direct3d? Explain the resemblance between Direct3D and 

DirectX? 
25. Explain component object model(com) and any two Interfaces 

provided by Direct3D?  
26. Explain the Input Assembler Stage of rendering Pipeline and explain 

the vertices and its primitives in detail. 
27. Explain Rasterization Stage in detail. 
28. What is Blending? Explain the Blending equation, Blend Operations , 

Blend Factors and Blend State. 
29.  Write a Note on Blending. 
30.  Explain the following terms with respect to geometry: 

a. Angles 
b. Intercept Theorems 
c. Golden Section 
d. Equilateral triangle 
e. Circle 

31. Explain in brief the rendering pipeline stages with suitable diagram.    

Unit 3 1. What is Virtual Reality? Explain any two applications of it  in detail. 
2. What is Augmented Reality? Explain any two applications of it  in 

detail. 
3. What is Mixed Reality? Explain any two applications of it  in detail. 
4. State the difference between VR, AR and MR. 
5. Explain in brief various scripting tools. 
6. Write a short note on event scripting. 

OR 
Explain the execution order of Event Functions in Unity script. 

7. State the difference between update(), FixedUpdate() and 
LateUpdate() method in Unity script. 

8. Explain the concept of depth mapper. 
9. Explain the following with respect to rendering 

a. Mobile phones 
b. Smart classes 
c. HMD's 

10. Explain navigation and path finding in unity engine. 
11. Explain in brief the steps of creating a game in unity. 
12. Explain the concept of multiplayer and networking with respect to 

Unity engine. 
13. Explain any 2 rendering engines from the following: 

a. 3Delight 
b. Arnold 
c. Artlantis 
d. Corona 
e. Blender 
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                   OR 
14. What are rendering engines? Explain any 2 in detail. 
15.  Write down the steps in Unity Installation. 
16.  Explain how to setup a Multiplayer Project. 
17.  Explain the different Render Modes used in Canvas. 
18.  Explain the following Visual Components: 

a. Text 
b. Image 
c. Raw Image 
d. Mask 
e. Effects 

19. Explain the steps to publish the Unity project. 
20. Write a short note on Physics in 3D Unity projects. 
21. Explain the following Event Functions in Unity Scripting: 

a. Update Order 
b. Rendering 
c. Coroutines 

22. What is Raycasters? Explain its types in brief. 
23. Write a short note on Google VR platforms. 
24. Write a short note on Vuforia platform. 
25. State the difference between Holographic and Immersive Devices. 
26. Write a short note on Oculus. 
27. Write a short note on Open VR. 
28. Explain in brief HTC Vive controller. 

 


